Rapid tandem-column micro-gas chromatography based on optofluidic ring resonators with multi-point on-column detection.
We demonstrated a novel tandem-column micro-gas chromatography (microGC) based on optofluidic ring resonator (OFRR). The OFRR is a thin-walled fused silica capillary whose interior surface is coated with a polymeric stationary phase. The circular cross section of the OFRR forms the micro-ring resonator and supports whispering gallery modes (WGMs). Via tapered optical fibers in contact with the OFRR, the WGM can be excited externally at any positions along the OFRR capillary, thus enabling multi-point, on-column, real-time detection of vapor molecules flowing through the OFRR. In the present OFRR-based tandem-column-based microGC implementation, a 180 cm long conventional GC column coated with a nonpolar stationary phase was followed by a relatively short OFRR column coated with a polar phase. Two detection positions, one at the inlet of the OFRR and the other a few centimeters downstream, were used to monitor the separation achieved by the first and the second column, respectively. Owing to the multi-point on-column detection that provides complementary retention time information on each chemical compound, co-eluted analytes can be well separated and identified on at least one detection channel and no modulation is needed at the interface of tandem columns. Separation and detection of twelve analytes with various volatilities and polarities within four minutes were demonstrated. In addition, the chromatograms obtained from three different locations along the OFRR column demonstrated the system's capability of on-column monitoring of the separation process for the target analyte in a vapor mixture. Our results will lead to the development of a rapid, simple, and portable microGC system with significantly improved selectivity and chemical identification capabilities.